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We investigate the expressive power of certain fragments of second-order logic on finite structures. 
The fragments are second-order Horn logic, second-order Krom logic as well as a symmetric and 
a deterministic version of the latter. It is shown that all these logics collapse to their existential 
fragments. In the presence of a successor relation they provide characterizations of polynomial time, 
deterministic and nondeterministic logspace and of the complement of symmetric logspace. Without 
successor relation these logics still can express certain problems that are complete in the correspond- 
ing complexity classes, but on the other hand they are strictly weaker than previously known logics 
for these classes and fail to express some very simple properties. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we define and investigate fragments of second-order logic that capture 
some of the more important complexity classes. 
It is well-known that NP can be characterized by existential second-order logic in 
the following sense: A class L of finite structures of some fixed signature is in NP if and 
only if there exists an existential second-order formula $ of the same signature such 
that L is precisely the class of finite models of $. This was proved by Fagin [lo] and 
then extended by Stockmeyer [30] to a similar correspondence between the poly- 
nomial-time hierarchy and second-order logic as a whole. Immerman systematically 
studied the problem of designing logics that capture other complexity classes [ 14-201 
and came up with logical descriptions for all major complexity classes. For the classes 
below NP, these logical characterizations require that the underlying structures are 
ordered (e.g. by a successor relation) and are obtained by augmenting the syntax of 
first-order logic by operators such as the least fixed point operator, various forms of 
transitive closure operators, etc. For instance, the problems solvable in polynomial 
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time are those that are definable by first-order logic together with a linear ordering 
and a least (or inductive) fixed point operator [15, 32, 121. The most important results 
in this field are surveyed in [I I, 17, 191. 
Here we define logical descriptions of complexity classes not by augmenting 




whose first-order part is a universal formula over a conjunction of clauses of some 
special form. In particular we obtain second-order Horn logic (SO-HORN) by 
requiring that every clause is a Horn clause with respect to the relations Pi, . , P, 
(but not necessarily with respect to the input relations). Similarly we define second- 
order Krom logic (SO-KROM) by the condition that every clause Ci contains at most 
two occurrences of the relations Pi, , P,.. We will also define a symmetric and 
a deterministic variant of SO-KROM. 
We prove the following results. 
Collapse theorems. All these logics collapse to their existential fragments, i.e. to every 
formula in any of these logics there exists an equivalent formula of the form 
(%‘i)...(%‘,.)(VZ) AiCi, where the clauses Ci satisfy the same restrictions as in the 
original formula. 
The collapse theorems do not require the presence of a linear ordering and survive 
in the case where also infinite structures are allowed. 
Capturing complexity classes. In the presence of a successor relation, 
(i) SO-HORN captures P; 
(ii) SO-KROM captures NL; the deterministic version SO-DetKROM captures L; 
(iii) SO-SymKROM captures Co-SL. 
Here L and NL denote deterministic and nondeterministic logspace; SL is symmetric 
logspace, a class introduced by Lewis and Papadimitriou [29] which lies between 
L and NL. A well-known complete problem for this class is UGAP, the undirected 
graph accessibility problem. In contrast to L and NL, it is not known whether SL is 
closed under complementation (see [4]). Note that (iii) implies that the dual logic to 
SO-SymKROM captures SL. 
These results are established by proving that the logics SO-HORN, SO-KROM, 
SO-DetKROM and SO-SymKROM have the same expressive power as, respectively, 
fixed-point logic and the various forms of transitive closure logics that are known to 
characterize P, NL, L and Co-SL. The presence of a successor relation is essential for 
these results. If it is not available, then our second-order fragments are strictly weaker 
than first-order logic with least fixed point or transitive closure, even if a total 
ordering (instead of the successor) relation is available. 
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Remark. Different second-order characterizations of complexity classes have been 
obtained by Blass and Gurevich [3] (Henkin quantifiers) and by Leivant [28] 
(computational formulae). 
2. Preliminaries 
A aocahulary or signature is a finite set of relation symbols, function symbols and 
constants. A formula of vocabulary c is a formula (with equality) whose free (second- 
order and first-order) variables are contained in 0. A a-structure 99 consists of 
a universe 1 B\, of predicates and functions defined over 1gl and constants in / 231 
which interpret the corresponding symbols in c. 
Definition 2.1. Let Lo be the class offifinife successor structures, i.e. structures %? with 
universe (0, . . . . n- 1) (for some n~Ni), whose vocabulary contains the two constant 
symbols 0, e and the binary predicate S whose interpretations are the constants 0, 
n - 1 and the successor relation S = {(x, x + 1) 1 x < II - 11. In the sequel, we denote the 
universe {0, . . ..n-1) by n. 
Definition 2.2. We say that a logic captures the complexity class C if for every problem 
Lc 6, L is in C if and only if there exists a formula $ in the logic such that 
L={s?d?I.a~l)}. 
Note, that every decision problem encodable as a subset L E (0, l>* can be con- 
sidered as subset of 6: identify a string w0 . w, _ 1 with the structure (n, P) with the 
monadic predicate P = {i 1 wi = l}. Decision problems concerning graphs or other 
first-order structures can be treated directly; it is not necessary to encode them as 
binary strings. 
As already mentioned, existential second-order logic (SO 3) captures NP and 
unrestricted second-order logic (SO) captures the polynomial-time hierarchy. On the 
other hand, the expressive power of first-order logic (FO) is very weak: in the presence 
of the BIT relation, it captures a uniform version of AC0 [ 171, a proper subset even of 
NC’. To characterize complexity classes between AC0 and NP, such as P and NL, one 
possibility is to increase the power of first-order logic with additional operators. The 
most important ones are the least fixed point (LFP) and the transitive closure (TC). 
The least fixed point. Let o be a signature, P an r-ary predicate not in g and tj(X) be 
a formula of the signature ou {P}, with only positive occurrences of P and with free 
variables X=x1, . , x,. Then $ defines for every a-structure g an operator $& on the 
class of r-ary relations over 139 I by 
$bd:PH{aI(gP)+ $(a)). 
Since P occurs only positively in I/, this operator is monotone, i.e. Q E P implies that 
IC/#(Q) E $,#(P). Therefore, this operator has a least,fixed point which may be construc- 
ted inductively. Set PO:=@, Pj+ l := $4(P’) and PC”:= UltFU P’. If @ is finite then this 
process will reach the least fixed point P”’ in a polynomial number of steps. 
The fixed point logic (FO + LFP) is defined by adding to the syntax of first-order 
logic the least ,jxed point,fiwmution rule: If tj(X) is a formula of the signature 0 u {P) 
with the properties stated above and U is an r-tuple of terms, then 
is a formula of vocabulary r~ (to be interpreted as P”(U)). 
In the presence of a linear ordering (or equivalently, a successor relation), 
(FO + LFP) characterizes precisely the queries that are computable in polynomial 
time. 
Theorem 2.3. Let L G C. The jbllowiny are equivalent: 
(i) LEP; 
(ii) there is a.formula IC/E(FO + LFP) such that L is the set of’jinite models cf$; 
(iii) there exists an existentiul ,first-order ,fi)rmula q(P, .f) (tiith only positive occur- 
rences qf P) such thut L is the set of,finitc> models of‘ the formula [LFP, i q] (6). 
Remark. The equivalence of(i) and (ii) was proved independently by Immerman [ I.51 
and Vardi [32]. The equivalence to (iii) is implicit in Immerman’s proof. For un- 
ordered structures, only the implications (i) =G= (ii)(:(iii) survive. However, a slightly 
weaker form of (ii)*(iii) remains true in the general case: if the underlying vocabulary 
contains at least one constant 0, then every formula in (FO + LFP) is equivalent on 
finite structures to a single application of the fixed-point operator to a first-order 
formula [ 1.51 which even can be a Boolean combination of existential formulae 
[S, 111. In particular, the complement of a least fixed point is again a least fixed point 
and the fixed-point hierarchy (formed by interleaving negation and least fixed points) 
collapses to the first level. It is well-known that this is not true on infinite structures. 
Transitive closure. A particularly important special case of a least fixed point is the 
reflexive and transitive closure of a binary relation. The transitive closure can be 
turned into an operator TC: Let cp(.f, J) be a formula with 2k free variables and let 
U and 0 be two k-tuples of terms. Then 
is a formula, which says that the pair (u, L>) is contained in the reflexive, transitive 
closure of the relation defined by cp. 
The logic (FO + TC) is obtained by adding this rule to the syntax of first-order logic. 
Immerman proved that this logic captures NL [16]. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let L s 6. The following are equivalent: 
(i) LENL; 
(ii) there is a formula $E(FO+TC) such that L is the set ofjnite models of I/J; 
(iii) there exists a quantifier-freeformula cp(X, ~)EFO such that L is the set ofjnite 
models of’ the formula [TC,, , cp] (0, C). 
Remark. Immerman’s original result was weaker; it said that NL is captured by the 
logic (FO + pos TC), the restriction of (FO + TC) where the operator TC can occur 
only positively. However, the closure of NL under complementation [18, 311 implies 
the equivalence of (FO+pos TC) with (FO+TC). In fact, Immerman obtained his 
proof that Co-NL = NL by showing that the negation of the transitive closure can be 
expressed in (FO + pos TC) (see [ 191). This result strongly depends on the presence of 
the successor relation. Without successor, only the (trivial) implications (i) =(ii) =(iii) 
survive whereas the reverse directions fail. The proofs given in [16] show that the class 
of all formulae [TC,,icp] (0, 2) (with cp quantifier-free) remains closed under conjunc- 
tions, disjunctions and existential quantification even without successor relation. 
However, universal quantifiers and negations cannot be eliminated. 
Symmetric transitive closure. Symmetric logspace (SL) is the class of languages 
accepted by symmetric Turing machines in logarithmic space (see [29]). Symmetric 
Turing machines are nondeterministic Turing machines with symmetric transition 
relation; if the machine can move from configuration C to configuration C’, then also 
from C’ to C. A perhaps more natural definition of this class can be given using the 
symmetric transitive closure operator STC: When cp(x, y) is a formula defining 
a binary relation on k-tuples, then [STC,,.q(Z, j)] defines its reflexive, symmetric and 
transitive closure, i.e. the transitive closure [TC,,(cp(.?, y) V cp (j, X))]. Immerman [16] 
showed that SL is precisely the class of problem which, in the presence of a successor 
relation, are definable in the logic (FO + pos STC), i.e. the fragment of (FO + STC) 
where the STC operator occurs only positively. It is an open problem whether 
(FO + pos STC) = (FO + STC), i.e. whether SL is closed under complementation. It is 
known that the undirected graph accessibility problem is complete in this class via 
first-order translations and that every formula in (FO + pos STC) has a normal form 
[STC,.,cp(.?, j)](& e), where cp is a quantifier-free first-order formula. 
Deterministic transitive closure. The deterministic version DTC of the transitive 
closure operator first omits all edges starting at a node with out-degree greater than 
one and then builds the transitive closure. Thus, 
[DTCi(p(x, 4,)] = [TC,,(q(.?, y) A (VZ)(cp(X, Z)+y=Z))]. 
Immerman [ 161 proved that (FO + DTC) captures L and that there is an analogous 
normal form theorem for (FO + DTC) as for (FO + TC) and (FO + STC). 
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3. Restrictions of second-order logic 
Let c be a vocabulary. We consider second-order formulae of the form 
(Q1PI)...(Qrp*)(v'?)/\Ci, (1) 
whose second-order quantifiers Qi are over relations (not functions) and whose first- 
order part is a universal formula over a conjunction of clauses Ci of vocabulary 
CTU(PI,..., Pr} that satisfy certain restrictions concerning occurrences of the relations 
P 1, . . ..P.. 
Definition 3.1. Second-order Horn logic, denoted SO-HORN, is the set of formulae of 
type (1) where every clause is a disjunction of atoms and negated atoms with at most 
one positive occurrence of a predicate Pi; occurrences of the predicates from (T and of 
equalities and inequalities are not restricted. It is sometimes convenient to write the 
clauses in “logic programming notation” H+(BI A ... A B,). The conjunction 
B1 A ... A B, is the body of the clause; H is either an atom Pi(U) or the symbol 
0 indicating a contradiction and is called the head of the clause. (In this notation the 
predicates PI, . . . , P,. always appear unnegated.) 
Thus, the quantifier-free part of the formulae in SO-HORN are Horn formulae with 
respect to the “working predicates” PI, . , P,, but not with respect to the “input 
predicates” from the underlying signature. (SO 3)-HORN denotes the existential 
fragment of SO-HORN, i.e. the formulae where all second-order quantifiers are 
existential. 
Example. The problem GEN is a well-known P-complete problem [23]. It may be 
considered as the set of structures (n; S, ,f; u) in the language of one unary predicate S, 
one binary function ,f’and a constant a, such that a is contained in the closure of 
S underj: Clearly, the complement of GEN is also P-complete. It is defined by the 
following formula from (SO 3)-HORN: 
(3R)(V.x)(Vy)[(Rx+S.x) A (RjipRx A Ry) A (C+Ra)]. 
Example. The circuit value problem CVP is also P-complete 1271, even when re- 
stricted to circuits with fan-in two over NAND (Sheffer’s stroke) gates. Such a circuit 
can be considered as a structure (n; E, S+, S, a), where E is a binary acyclic predicate, 
St and S- are monadic and u is a constant; E.uy means that node s is one of the two 
input nodes for y, Sf and S- contain the inputs node with value 1 and 0, respectively, 
and a stands for the output node. 
We will take for granted that E is a connected, acyclic graphs with fan-in two, 
sources S+ US- and sink a. Then the formula 
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where cp is the conjunction of the clauses 
Tx+S +x, 
Fx+S-x, 
Ty+-(Fx A Exy), 
Fz+-(TX A Exz A Ty A Eyz), 
0 +(Tx A Fx), 
Ta, 
states that the circuit (n; E, S +, S-, a) evaluates to 1. 
Definition 3.2. Second-order Krom logic, denoted SO-KROM, is the set of formulae of 
type (1) where every clause Ci is a disjunction of atoms and negated atoms that 
contains at most two occurrences of predicates Pi, . . . , P,. Again, we can say that such 
formulae are Krom-formulae (i.e. formulae in 2-CNF) with respect to the “working 
predicates” PI, . . . , P,. 
As above, (SO El)-KROM is the existential fragment of SO-KROM, and the 
intersection of (SO 3)-HORN and (SO 3)-KROM is denoted by (SO 3)-KROM- 
HORN. 
Example. The graph accessibility problem (“Is there a path in the graph (n, E) from 
a to b?“) is complete for NL via first-order translations, in fact even via projection 
translations [16]. Its complement is expressible by a formula from (SO 3)-KROM- 
HORN: 
(3T)(Vx)(Vy)(Vz)[Txx A (Txz+-Txy A Eyz) A (UtTab)]. 
To justify the definition of our second-order fragments we show that if we would 
allow quantification over functions, or first-order prefixes of more general form, then 
the restriction to Horn clauses would be pointless: in this case already SO-KROM- 
HORN would have the full power of second-order logic. These arguments will not be 
used in later sections. The reader who is not interested in this justification may skip 
the remaining part of this section 
Proposition 3.3. For structures of cardinality at least two, every existential second-order 
formula is equivalent to a formula of the form 
where cp is a conjunction of Krom-Horn clauses. 
Proof. It is well-known that every existential second-order formula has a Skolem 
normal form 
where the quantifier-free part cp is a conjunction Ci A ... A C, of clauses of the form 
(A, v “’ v A,)t(B, A “’ A B,). 
First, we observe that two atoms in the head of each clause suffice. Indeed, we can 
introduce for every clause (by existential quantification) the new relations 
A;, . . . . Ai_ 1 and replace (A, V ... V ,4,)+-P by the conjunction of 
(A, v A’1)+B, 
(A2 v A\)+fi A A;. 
A,,+P A A;_ 1. 
Thus, we may now assume that 43 is the conjunction of m clauses of the form 
Ci -(Ai V Ai)+-pi. Intuitively, this means that for every clause Ci and every 41, a choice 
must be made between Ai and Al. We, therefore, introduce a constant U, a new relation 
Q(j, ~5, \v) to be interpreted as follows: If Bi(~~, Z) is true then Q(J, 2, M.i) is true for some 
\ci. If NI~=U, then A,(?, Z) holds; otherwise, Ai(J, Z) holds. (Here we require the 
existence of at least two elements.) 
More precisely, let $ be the formula 
(3P,)...(3P,)(3Q)(~~)(3=)(3u)(~~~,,)...(3~,,) i C;, 
i=l 
where Cl is the conjunction of the following three Horn clauses: 
Q(J3 ?3 M’i)t/J[(j. 5). 
Ai(T, _)t(Q(~. 2, ~~;) A (~~~=LI)), 
AI(~, =)c(Q(v. _, ~l’i) A (1Z.i # u)). 
If the original formula was true for some structure ,&J then the new formula becomes 
true by the interpretation indicated above. Conversely, if Ic, is true, then there exist 
selector functions 111~ (J), , w,,,(~) such that /3i(J, Z) implies Qi(J, 2, Mii(j)). But this 
implies the truth of A,(j, ?) or Ai(j, F), according to whether \tli(J) is equal to u or not. 
Therefore, the original formula is also true. 0 
A little weaker result is true for second-order formulae whose first-order part is 
(i’J)(V’_)(p, where cp is a conjunction of Horn clauses. The translation to this normal 
form requires the structures to have cardinality at least three and introduces addi- 
tional universal second-order quantifiers. It is, therefore, only valid for full second- 
order logic, but not for its existential fragment. We do not give a full proof here, but 
present the technique in an example. 
‘(d v ~~)(~A)(~E)(~E)(DE)(~E)(~E)(xA)~~ 
ep-n_u~oJ hiau aql Lq-(9) uaa.rZ 10 (a) anlq 10 (v) pal laql!a palno so xallaA 
klaha ]eql s,ic?s q~!q~-((x)s A (x)g A (x-)x)(xA) I?[nLu.IoJqns 8Kypwa.I aql aDeldal 
II’M aA ‘Allualajyp pa.utoIo3 a.nz sa3yaA S?u!lnoqqi$au lcql ssaldxa sasnel3 ~10~ aqL 
:sasnel3 ~10~ F?u!~o[joj aql Jo uog3un[uo3 aql s! h a.Iaqm 
‘CWAPA) v ((4~ A Ha A (x-)~)(xA)](~E)(~E)(~E)-/~ 
:alnwoJ u.IoH E ,,isouqc,, s! q3!qM r?lnurIoJ t? q3ns asooq3 aA ynurloj 
laplo-puo3as IE?guals!xa UI? Icq alq!ssaldxa aJoJaJaq$ s! pur? uralqold alaldtuo%dN 
urnouy-l[arn e s! A~I~Ifjv~fl0-103-~ .Inolo3 auw aql ai\gq sa3gIan lua3e[ppr! 0~1 ou 
leql q3ns s.Inol03 aalql ql!M pa.uIo[o3 aq uw Say-IaA SJ! J! alqe.uIolo3-E s! qdw8 v 
.alduIvxa 
ut? u! uaas lsaq SF s!qL .k JO peawt! z? lnoqe y1e1 ue3 snql aM put2 (nj =A am3 s!ql 
u! leql Moue aM krola@u!s e s! x alaqM am3 aql 04 uoguailr! l3gsal uaql ilew aM 0 f q 
put? q # v sayqenbau! aq$ &I!s~ .(A A) layguenb lapJo-puo3as p?sJaizyn aql icq asnvp 
U_IOH-uou B JO laygucnb pc?pua~s!xa u1! salw!uIop qXqM (ZA) ~ayywnb .Iap.Io-ls.Iy 
[wayun t? ascldal 01 pasn aq Lr?w $1 .p~eM.IoJ]q8!wis s! vuIrua[ s!ql JO joo.Id aqL 
‘~=qpuvq#v - z<Ixl 
‘3fq pun q#v ‘v=z 0 {Z}=A 
.~:(xA)(~E)(~E)(vE)(xA)S hv 
‘aaqj ~svq IV iC~~p7upv~~0 & arngmis Lima .doJuayJ 
‘((J=4) v (Yfv))+(q)X 
‘((V#4 v (x)A)+(J=q) 
‘(Y #Vk+@)A 
‘(x)x -+ (4 z 0) 
:sasnvl3 UAOH moj” Bu~~olloj ayi Jo uopun[io3 ayi aq x: la7 ‘p’s ewma7 
EP 
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where CY is the formula defined in Lemma 3.4 and /I is the conjunction of the following 
Horn clauses: 
R(a)+((a#b) A (b#c) A (u=a)), 
B(a)c((a#b) A (bfc) A (v=u)), 
G(u)+((a#b) A (b#c) A (~#a) A (~#a)). 
Clearly, the resulting formula can be written in the form 
with cp’ being a conjunction of Horn clauses. To show that I/ indeed expresses 
3-COLOURABILITY, it suffices to prove that q(R, B, G) is equivalent to 
(Vx)(R(x) V B(x) V G(x)). Assume that r~ is true for given predicates R, B, G. Take an 
arbitrary vertex x and let Y= {x}. Then there exist elements a, b, c such that (Vx)c( is 
satisfied; by Lemma 3.4, s = a # b fc. Therefore, for every choice of u and u, the 
premise of one of the clauses in p is satisfied. It follows that a has one of the colours 
red, blue or green. Conversely, let (Vx)(R(x) V B(x) V G(x)) be true and let Y be an 
arbitrary unary predicate. By Lemma 3.4 we can choose u, b, c in such a way that 
(Vx)c( is satisfied; if Y is not a singleton then either a= b or b=c and /I is, therefore, 
trivially true. Otherwise, Y= {a); in this case set u=u iff R(u) is true and u=u iff B(a) 
holds. Then the first two clauses of fi are satisfied. If neither R(u) nor B(u) hold, then, 
by assumption, G(u) is true and therefore the third clause is also satisfied. 
This idea can be generalized in a rather straightforward way and provides a proof of 
Proposition 3.5. 
Proposition 3.5. For structures of‘curdinulity at least three, every second-order formula 
is equivalent to a formula of the.form 
(Q1P1)...(QIP,)(3y)(Vz)cp, 
where cp is a conjunction qf KrompHorn clauses. 
4. Collapsing results 
In this section we show that SO-HORN and SO-KROM collapse to their existen- 
tial fragments. 
Theorem 4.1. For every ftirmulu II/ESO-HORN there exists a .formulu $‘E(SO El)- 
HORN which is equivalent to $ on all (jinite und injinite) structures. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for formulae of the form 
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where cp is a conjunction of Horn clauses. Indeed, an arbitrary formula in SO-HORN 
may then be brought to existential form by successively removing the innermost 
universal second-order quantifier. 
We first prove the following. 
Claim. A formula ($)(V’z)cp(P, &(SO 3)-HORN is true for all predicates P (on 
a given structure 8) ifit holds for the predicates P that are false at at most one point. 
Let k=arity(P). For every k-tuple j we denote by Py the predicate that is false at 
y and true at all other points in [Blk. By assumption, there exist predicates Q” such 
that 
for all j. For every predicate P # 129 Ik we construct the predicates 
and claim that (g, P, 0) + (VZ)cp. 
Suppose that the claim is false; this means that there is a relation P#lBlk, a clause 
C of cp and an assignment rc: {zi, . . ..z.}+Igl such that 
93 + 1 C(71, P, Q). 
We show that then there exists a tuple ~7 such that C(z, Py, @‘) is also false. 
If the head of C(n) is PU then take j=U$P. If the head of C(z) is Qi(u), then choose 
a j$P such that G$Q{; such a j must exist because u~Qi. Otherwise (if the head is 
empty or an atom B(u) where B belongs to the vocabulary of 93), take an arbitrary 
j$P. The head of C(rc, Py, Q”) is clearly false. The atom Pj does not occur in the body 
of C(rc, P, Q), because ji$P and all atoms in the body of C(rt, P, 0) are true: all other 
atoms of the form Pz? that might occur in the body of the clause remains true also for 
Py. Moreover, every atom Qi(v) in the body remains also true if Qi is replaced by 
QY (because Qi E QY). This implies that the clause C(rc, PJ, Q”) is false and, thus, 
which contradicts our assumption. 
Thus, the claim is established. This implies that the original formula $ is equivalent 
to the conjunction 
where vi is obtained from cp by replacing every atom PX by X # j (which is true iff 
XePy), and cpO is obtained by replacing PX by (2 =X) (which is always true). It is easy to 
transform that conjunction into an equivalent formula in (SO 3)-HORN. 0 
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Corollary 4.2. Let $ESO-HORN. Then the set ofjnite models of y? is in P. 
Proof. Take the equivalent formula $‘=(3P,) . ..(3P..)(V’z)cp~(S0 3)-HORN. Given 
a structure 3 of appropriate vocabulary, decide whether &I k I,/? in the following way. 
Replace the universal quantifiers Vzi by conjunctions over the elements Zi~l~l and 
omit the quantifier prefix. Then substitute the relation symbols that belong to the 
vocabulary of J, including equalities and inequalities, by their truth values in 8. If 
there is any clause which is already made false by this partial interpretation (i.e. the 
head is false and all atoms in the body are true) then reject $; otherwise, omit all 
clauses which are already made true (i.e. the head is true or an atom in the body is 
false) and delete the already interpreted atoms from the remaining clauses. If we 
consider the atoms Pt(Zj) as propositional variables, then the resulting formula is 
a propositional Horn formula whose length is polynomially bounded in the cardinal- 
ity of d and which is satisfiable if and only if $3+ $. It is well-known that the 
satisfiability problem for propositional Horn formulae can be solved in linear time 
[9, 223. 0 
We next consider propositional Krom formulae cp (i.e. formulae in 2-CNF). Let 
X and Y be literals (variables or negated variables) of cp; we write X s Y if and only if 
there exists a sequence ZO, . , Z, of literals such that Z0 = X, Z, = Y and for all i < t, 
the implication (Zi + Zi+ r) is equivalent to some clause of cp. Note that X s Y if and 
only ifi Yz7X. 
The following criterion for satisfiability of Krom formulae is well-known [26]. 
Proposition 4.3. A propositional Krom formula cp is unsatisfiable if and only if there 
exists a literal X such that both X z 1 X und 1 X 5 X. 
This criterion immediately implies that the satisfiability problem for propositional 
Krom formulae is in NL (since NL is closed under complementation); actually it is 
complete for NL [24]. 
We generalize this criterion to the case of quantified propositional formulae of the 
form 
*=v’x, . ..VXJY. “‘IY,tp(X, Y), 
where cp is a Krom formula. We call literals Xi, 1 Xi V-literals whereas Yi, 1 yi are 
3literals. As above, we write CJ s V if and only if there exist literals Z,,, . , Z, such 
that Z0 = U, Z, = V and for all i < t, the implication (Zi+Zi+ 1) is equivalent to some 
clause of cp, but in addition we require that the intermediate literals Zr , . . . , Z,_ 1 be 
3-literals. 
Proposition 4.4. A propositional V*3*-Kronz.formula $ is,fulse !f and only tfat least one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(i) there exist distinct V-literals X, X’ such that X 3 X’; 
(ii) there exists an 3literal Y such that both 1 Y 2 Y and Y z 1 Y. 
Proof. It is clear that any of the two conditions implies the falseness of $. Conversely, 
assume that $ is false. Then there exists an assignment E: {X1, . . . , X,}-+{O, 1) such 
that (P’=(P(E, r) is unsatisfiable. Either this formula is false because it contains 
a clause already interpreted false by E, then this clause is equivalent to X-+X’ for 
distinct V-literals X, X’ and, therefqre, (i) holds. Ptherwise, by Proposition 4.3, there 
exists an g-literal Y with 1 Y % Y and Y 5 1 Y, i.e. there exists a sequence 
Zo,Z1,...,Z,of3-literalssuchthatZ,=Z,=YandZ,=iYforsomekwithO<k<~, 
and such that all implications (Zi~Zi+ 1) are equivalent to some clause of cp’. If also 
Y 5 1 Y and 1 Y 5 Y, then condition (ii) is satisfied. Otherwise, take the last 
implication (ZijZi+l) which does not occur in cp. But this can only happen if 
Zi=lZi+l and cp contains a clause (X+Zi+ 1), where X is an V-literal with E(X)= 1. 
It follows that X 3 Y. Analogously, we infer that there is an V-literal X’ such that 
1X’ s 1 Y and ~(1 X’)= 1. It follows that X 3 X’; moreover, X and X’ are distinct 
since &(X)=&(1X’)= 1. Thus, condition (i) is satisfied. 0 
The following results can be inferred from Proposition 4.4. 
Theorem 4.5. For every formula $ESO-KROM there is a,formu/a $‘s(SO 3)-KROM 
which is equivalent to I/I on all (jinite and injinite) structures. 
Proof. We can assume that $ -(VX)cp, where cp@SO 3)-KROM. Indeed, an arbitrary 
formula in SO-KROM may then be brought to existential form by successively 
removing the innermost universal second-order quantifier. The basic idea of the proof 
is the following: If $ is false in a given structure %?, then, by Proposition 4.4, this fact is 
witnessed already by an interpretation of X at two points U and 6. Therefore, the 
formula (VX)cp is true if and only if cp is true for every predicate X which holds at at 
most two points. The end of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let $ESO-KROM. Then the set qf’jnite models of I) is in NL. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Corollary 4.2. It uses the fact that the 
satisfiability problem for propositional Krom formulae is in NL. 
Remark. Proposition 4.4 can be generalized to a similar criterion for arbitrary 
quantified propositional Krom formulae: Let cp be a formula in QBF-KROM. We say 
that the literal X dominates the literal Y if X occurs before Yin the quantifier prefix of 
q. Then cp is false if and only if one of the conditions (i), (ii) of Proposition 4.4 is 
satisfied, or there exists an j-literal Y and an V-literal X, dominated by Y such that 
Xs Yand YSX. 
This implies the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.7. QBF-KROM is in NL. 
It was pointed out by the referee that this result immediately follows from the work 
of Apsvall et al. [2], who give a linear time algorithm for the evaluation of QBF- 
KROM formulae. In fact, they use the same chain criterion as given above. 
5. Horn logic with successor captures polynomial time 
In this and the next section we only consider structures from 6, i.e. with a successor 
relation S and constants 0, e (for the first and last element of the universe) available. 
Theorem 5.1. Every collection L G 6 which is dejinable by a formula in FO + LFP is 
also definable in SO-HORN. 
Proof. In a preliminary version of this paper we showed by induction on the 
complexity of the formulae in (FO+LFP) that for every relation expressible in this 
logic, there is a formula in SO-HORN which simultaneously defines this relation and 
its complement. 
However, there is a simpler proof, that exploits the fact, that - in the presence of 
a successor relation - we have for every formula in (FO + LFP) a normal form 
CLFP,,,(3j%(P, 2, Y)l@), 
where cp is quantifier-free (see Theorem 2.3). 
Indeed, if L is definable in (FO+LFP), then so is its complement L. Take the 
normal-form formula that defines Land let Vjqj be the disjunctive normal form of cp. 
Then L is defined by the formula 
(3P)(V’x)(VJ) 
( 
A (PZi+CJ?j(P, X, j)) A (0 +PO ) 
j 1 
which says that there is a predicate P that contains the least fixed point of cp but not 
the tuple Ti. 0 
This implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let L G 6’. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) LEP; 
(ii) L is expressible by a formula in (SO 3)-HORN; 
(iii) L is expressible by a formula in SO-HORN. 
6. Second-order Krom logics and logarithmic space classes 
We first show that nondeterministic logarithmic space is captured by SO-KROM, 
in fact, even by (SO 3)-KROM-HORN. To prove this we present a formula which 
expresses the negation of a transitive closure. 
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Proposition 6.1. Every formula 1 [TC,.,q(X, j)](ti, 6), where cp is a quant$er-jkee 
jirst-order formula, is equivalent to a formula in (SO 3)-KROM-HORN. 
Proof. Let Vicpi be the DNF of cp, i.e. every cpi is a conjunction of atoms and negated 
atoms. Let $ be the formula 
(3R)(Vx)(Vy)(V’z) Rx~ A A ((Rxy A Cpi(y, z))~Rxz) A 1 . 
i 
This formula clearly is in (SO 3)-KROM-HORN. It expresses that there is a rela- 
tion R, containing the transitive closure of cp, but not the pair (a, 6). q 
Theorem 6.2. Let L G (F. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) LENL; 
(ii) L is expressible by a formula in (SO 3)-KROM-HORN; 
(iii) L is expressible by a formula in SO-KROM. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): Let LENL; then the complement L is also in NL and, hence, express- 
ible in (FO +TC). Immerman has proved that (in the presence of the successor 
relation) every formula in (FOt TC) has a normal form [TC,,cp(x, y)](b, e), where 
cp is a quantifier-free first-order formula (Theorem 2.4). If L is expressible by such 
a formula, L is expressible by its negation and, therefore, by a formula in (SO 3)- 
KROM-HORN. 
(ii)+(iii) is trivial and (iii)*(i) is Corollary 4.6. 0 
Symmetric Krom formulae. We now define a symmetric variant of SO-KROM. 
Definition 6.3. Let SO-SymKROM be the language of second-order formulae 
whose first-order part is a universal formula over a conjunction of clauses of the form 
cp+A or q-+(.4 @II), 
where cp is a conjunction of atoms and negated atoms without occurrences of 
PI,. . , P,, A and B are arbitrary atoms or negated atoms and @ is an exclusive or. 
Example. The set of all bipartite graphs is expressed by the formula 
WW’W’~~(~~Y+(R~ 0 RY)). 
The set of bipartite graphs is known to be complete for Co-SL [29]. 
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Remark. We could equivalently define SO-SymKROM as the set of SO-KROM- 
formulae that contain with every clause of the form cp V A V B also the clause 
cp V 1 A Vi B (where cp does not contain the working predicates PI, . . . , P,). In 
particular, we can use the biconditional tf instead of the exclusive or 0. 
The symmetric version of second-order Krom logic captures Co-SL. 
Theorem 6.4. Let L be a global relation for (p. Then the.followiny we equivalent: 
(i) LECO-SL; 
(ii) L is expressible by a formulu in (SO !I)-SymKROM; 
(iii) L is expressible by a,formulu in SO-SymKROM. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): If L is in Co-SL then it is expressible by a formula of the form 
1 [STC,l(p(.x, y)](& c?), where v, is quantifier-free. Let Vicpi be the disjunctive normal 
form of (D and build the formula 
(3R)(Vx)(VJV)(V’z) R.ux A A (Cpi(y, z)-t(R.uyttRxz)) A 1R~~ 
I ! 
This is a symmetric Krom-Horn formula which expresses L. 
(ii)*(iii) is trivial. To prove (iii)=>(i) we observe that the collapse of SO-KROM to 
its existential fragments preserves symmetric formulae. If we have a fixed formula 
$ from (SO 3)-SymKROM then every finite structure d yields a propositional 
symmetric Krom formula (i.e. conjunction clauses each of which is an exclusive or of 
two literals), which is satisfiable if and only if &+ $. The satisfiability problem for 
such formulae is known to be in Co-SL [24]. 0 
Deterministic Krom formulae. To capture deterministic logarithmic space we intro- 
duce also a deterministic variant of SO-KROM. To ensure that a formula $ in this 
logic can be evaluated deterministically with logarithmic space, the chain criterion of 
Proposition 4.3 must be “deterministic”, i.e. it must apply to a graph with out-degree 
at most one. This means that for every structure 9 and every instance Pa of an atom 
or negated atom (where P is a working predicate or its negation. and 5 a tuple of 
elements from 9) there can exist at most one other instance Rhsuch that $ contains 
a clause equivalent to 
with d + (G)cp(u, 6, Z) (where cp does not contain working predicates). 
This is, of course, a semantic condition. There are several possibilities to formulate 
a syntactic condition which implies this, but leaves the logic strong enough to describe 
log space computations. We present one that is rather restrictive. 
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Definition 6.5. SO-DetKROM is the set of formulae in $ESO-KROM that satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) The clauses of Ic/ either have at most one occurrence of a working predicate, or 
they have the form 
cpVPZVRj, 
where P and R are working predicates (or their negations), cp does not contain 
working predicates, and X and j are all distinct variables (no constants). 
(ii) If $ contains a clause 
cp V PX V RJ, 
then it must also contain a clause 
cp v cp(Z/j) v (Z= j), 
where cp(z/y) is obtained by substitution of j by new variables 2. 
(iii) If two clauses C and C’ of $ contain the same working predicate P either both 
positively or both negatively, say, 
CEcpVP:rVRj, 
C’=cp’ V Pii V Qv, 
then II/ must also contain a clause 
cp(Zl.3 v cp(ZlU), 
where 5 is a tuple of new variables. 
Remark. The first condition is not really a restriction, because identification of 
variables with each other or with constants can be incorporated into cp; e.g. the clause 
(PxO V Puu) can be written (y#O V v #u V Pxy V Puv). However, without this con- 
vention, the formulation of (ii) and (iii) would be more complicated. 
Example. A (directed) forest is an acyclic directed graph with out-degree at most one. 
The following formula expresses that a given graph (n, E) is a forest: 
(3 WW(W(WP> 
with 
q=(E.uy-tTxy) A (Exy A Tyz+Txz) A (Exy A Exz+y=z) Al Txx. 
Clearly, this formula belongs to SO-DetKROM. 
It is not difficult to see that a formula IC/E(SO 3)-DetKROM and a structure 93 yield 
indeed a graph with out-degree one, to which the chain criterion is applied. For every 
working predicate P and every tuple 6 of elements of 93 the graph has two nodes Pci 
and 1 Pii. There is an arc from Pii to R6 if some clause of rc/ implies Pii-+ Rb. 
Suppose this graph has not out-degree one; let us assume that we have arcs from Pa 
to both Rband QF. The arc from PU to Rhcomes from a clause cp(X, y, U) V 1 PX V Rj 
such that 2 + 3tilcp((1, b, ti). If the arc from Pa to Qc comes from the same clause then 
Q = R and, therefore, F#b; moreover, this would imply that d+3Ul cp(ti, C, U). But 
this is impossible by condition (ii) of Definition 6.5. If the arc from Pa to Qc comes 
from a different clause cp’ V 1 PU V QC then an analogous argument shows that 
condition (iii) is violated. 
The proof of Theorem 4.5 also shows that SO-DetKROM collapses to its existen- 
tial fragment. The definition of SO-DetKROM thus implies the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.6. Let t+kESO-DetKROM. There is a deterministic algorithm that deter- 
mines with logarithmic space whether a giuenjnite structure is a model qf I). 
A deterministic variant of the graph accessibility problem is lGAP, the set of 
directed graphs (n, E) with two distinguished points a, b such that 
(n, E) k CDTC,. &.vl (a, b). 
1GAP is complete for deterministic logarithmic space. 
We want to express the complement of 1GAP by a deterministic Krom formula 
assuming the presence of the successor relation Sx_r and the constants 0 and e: Let 
F and G have arities 3 and 4, respectively. and let cp be the conjunction of the following 
clauses 
F(a, a, Oh 
G(x, I’, =, r)+-(Gk y, z, u) A sue A 1 EJY’), 
F(x, y, u)+(F(x, y, z) A 1 Eyz A Szu), 
F(x, z, O)+(G(x, y, z, u) A u = e), 
Gb, Y, z, z)+(F(x, ): z) A Eyz), 
1 F(a, b, x). 
It is easy to see that the formula 
~~(3F)(3G)(V’s)(V’y)(V’-)(Vu)(Vv)q 
is equivalent to a formula in SO-DetKROM. We claim that $9 expresses the comp- 
lement of 1 GAP. 
Indeed if there is no “deterministic” path in (n, E) from a to b then $ is satisfied by 
the following predicates F and G: 
F(x, y, z) o [DTC,, Y Exy] (x, y) A (Vu < z)l Eyu, 
G(x, Y, z, u) 0 F(x, y, z) A Eyz A (Vr;, z < L’< u)l Eyu. 
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On the other hand, suppose that there is a “deterministic” path from u to b. We 
prove, by induction on the length of the path that we can derive the atom F(a, b, 0) 
(and hence a contradiction) using the clauses in cp. Assume that u is a node on the path 
from a to b, that F(a, U, 0) has already been derived and that there is an edge from u to 
L’. We then derive F(a, u, I), F(u, u, 2), .., F (a, u, v), then G(a, u, U, u), . . . . G(u, u, u, e) 
(where e = n - 1) and finally F(a, v, 0). Thus, $ is false in (n, E, a, b). 
In fact, 1GAP is complete for logspace even via projection translations [16, 171, i.e. 
via translations by quantifier-free formulae 
where 
l each ai is a conjunction of equalities, successor relations and their negations, 
l distinct C(~ and Qj are mutually exclusive, 
l each pi is an atom or a negated atom. 
From the deterministic Krom formula for (the complement of) 1GAP we can, 
therefore, construct a formula for any problem that is solvable in deterministic 
logarithmic space and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.7. SO-DetKROM captures L 
7. Unordered structures 
Finite structures can be considered as relational databases. In the context of 
database queries, the presence of a linear ordering is often undesirable because the 
queries should be independent of the representation of the input, i.e. the ordering of 
the universe, that is chosen. However, it is well-known that fixed-point logic without 
a linear ordering is too weak to express the polynomial-time computable queries; 
there is, e.g. no formula in this logic that says that the cardinality of the universe is 
even [6]. On the other hand, every problem in P (without order) is expressible in fixed- 
point logic (with order) by a formula that is order-independent; but the set of 
order-independent formulae should not be considered as a logic because order- 
independence is an undecidable property [ll]. It is an important open problem 
whether there exists an order-independent logic for polynomial time; it is discussed in 
[l, 5, 11, 211. 
It is, therefore, natural to ask, whether SO-HORN captures P even in the absence of 
the successor relation. This is not the case. In fact, without successor, the second-order 
fragments of this paper are strictly weaker than fixpoint logic and the respective 
versions of transitive closure logic. 
Proposition 7.1. Euery formula in SO-HORN is equivalent to a formula injxed-point 
logic. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.1 we can assume that $-(~X,)..‘(~X,)~~E(SO 3)-HORN. 
Furthermore, we may assume that the head of every clause in q is either empty or an 
atom Xi(y); indeed, a clause of the form cr+B whose leading predicate is negatable 
may be replaced by 0 +-(p A 1 a). Thus, we may write cp as a conjunction cp’ A cp”, 
where cp’ contains the clauses with head X,(Y) and cp” the clauses with empty head. The 
formula cp’ can be considered as a Datalog program (with inequalities). It associates 
with every o-structure ~9 a tuple x* of relations on 1~9 which are computed by the 
usual fixed-point semantic for Horn clauses. Therefore, x* is the simultaneous fixed 
point of a tuple of existential first-order formulae. 
Now suppose that ./A + IJ. Then it follows by induction on the stages of the fixed 
point, that (&, x*)+ cp and that all .J? with (.#, x)+40 are extensions of r?*. 
Thus, IJ? is equivalent to cp”(x*). Substituting the fixed-point formula that define x* 
we obtain a formula from (FO + LFP) equivalent to $. 0 
Remark. Proposition 7. I is a variant of the well-known result in logic programming 
that fixed-point semantics and minimal-model semantics of a datalog program 
coincide. 
Dahlhaus [8] and Kolaitis [25] have defined an existential hierarchy within 
(FO+ LFP): Let EFP, be empty and EFP,, 1 be the closure under disjunctions, 
conjunctions and existential quantification of the class of all formulae [LFP(3j)$](.?), 
where I,$ is a quantifier-free formula which may contain (not necessarily positive) 
occurrences of EFPi-definable predicates. Finally, the existential fragment EFP of 
(FO + LFP) is u,,,, EFPi. Dahlhaus and Kolaitis proved that all levels of EFP are 
distinct and that EFP is strictly weaker than fixed-point logic. Moreover, Kolaitis 
showed that every stratified logic program belongs to a fixed level EFP, and con- 
cluded that stratified logic programs have less power than fixed-point logic, disprov- 
ing a claim of Chandra and Hare1 [7]. 
The argument in the proof of Proposition 7.1 shows that every formula in SO- 
HORN is expressible in the closure of EFP, under disjunction and negation; hence, 
in EFP,. 
For SO-KROM the collapse to existential form and the chain criterion from 
Proposition 4.3 imply a converse to Proposition 6.1. 
Proposition 7.2. A collection offinite structures is dejinable by u,fimnula in SO-KROM 
(fund only ifit is dqfinnblc by the universal closure of ajtirmulm 1 [TCi, ,cp](ii, L’), where 
cp is (I quanti’er:free jirst-order ,formula. For SO-SymKROM an analogous statement 
holds with STC instead of TC. 
Proof. The fact that the universal closure of a formula 1 [TC,,, cp](U, V) is definable in 
SO-KROM follows by a straightforward extension of Proposition 6.1. Conversely, let 
$tzSO-KROM. We first assume that the underlying vocabulary contains two con- 
stants 0 and 1 and that O# 1 in all input structures. We will remove this condition 
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later. By Theorem 4.5 and by merging several relations into a single one we can 
assume that Ic/ has the form (3P)(VY) AiCi. Next we write P(X, I) for positive occurren- 
ces and P(X, 0) for negative occurrences of P(X). 
Every clause Ci now has the form Cpi V P(X, E) V P(y, 6) (in case Ci contains only one 
atom P(X, E) we just repeat it); here Cpi s a disjunction of literals that do not contain P. 
Let (~7 be a conjunction of literals equivalent to 1 vi and let a* = 1 --E and 6* = 1 - 6. 
Replace Ci by the two equivalent clauses 
(~7 +(P(X, c*)+P(j, 6)) and (pT+(P(j, 6*)+P(X, E)). 
By renaming of variables we then transform the formula into the form 
(3P)(Vz)(V~)(V&)(V~)(V6) V Cpi(~, U, &,U, S)~p, (2) 
where /I’ is the implication P(U, &)-+P(V, 6) (note that we have in every clause the same 
b). For instance, a clause Pxy A EJZ 1 +Pxz in the original formula is transformed into 
the two equivalent clauses 
(ti=(x,y)Ar:=l At:=(x,z)A6=1 AEyz)+/3, 
(U=(x, z) A E=O A C=(x, y) A 6=0 A Eyz)+fi. 
Let c(~(3Z) Viqi(;, U, c, 6, 6). By the chain criterion for propositional Krom for- 
mulae it follows that a formula of type (2) is true if and only if 
(3x)(CTC,,..,,ccI(x, 0;.f, 1) A CTG.,,,,~l(X 1; 2, 0)) 
is false. By techniques of Immerman (see the remarks after Theorem 2.4) this can be 
translated into an equivalent formula d=[TC,,cp(x,y)](O, l), where 9 is quantifier- 
free. Thus, the original formula $ESO-KROM is equivalent to the negation of 0. 
For the case where we do not have two distinct constants in the vocabulary, take 
the formula 
d’-(cpl A (VO)(Vl)(O= 1)) V (VO)(Vl)(O# l&10), 
where ‘pl is a universal formula which is equivalent to $ on structures with only one 
element, and translate it into the required form. 
For SO-SymKROM and (FO+STC) the proof is analogous. 0 
On the other hand, there are severe limits for the expressive power of second-order 
Horn and Krom logic. 
Proposition 7.3. There exist jirst-order ,formulae which me not expressible in SO- 
HORN or SO-KROM. 
Proof. Since the first-order part of all formulae in SO-HORN and SO-KROM is 
purely universal, they are closed under substructures, i.e. every substructure of 
a model is also a model. On the other hand, there are very simple first-order formulae 
that are not closed under substructures, such as e.g. (3x)(3y)(x#y). 0 
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This remains true even for structures that are ordered by a total ordering < rather 
than by a successor relation. (For successor structures the proof breaks down because 
no proper substructure of a successor structure is a successor structure.) 
For unordered structures we can also separate the expressive power of SO-HORN 
and SO-KROM; the analogous result for successor structures would imply NL # P. 
Theorem 7.4. There exist properties exprrssible in SO-HORN but not in SO-KROM. 
Proof. This result is implicit in Immerman’s articles [13,15]. For every property 
L which is expressible in SO-KROM there exists a uniform sequence ((P,&~ of 
first-order formulae, where (P,, has O(1) variables and O(log n) quantifiers, such that 
(P,, expresses L for structures of cardinality at most n. In fact, this is true even for 
properties expressible in (FO + TC). - 
On the other hand, Immerman has proved a R(2\ log”) lower bound for the number 
of quantifiers that are needed to express the alternating graph accessibility problem 
AGAP [13]. His proof implies the same bound for the problem GEN (see Section 3), 
and thus also for its complement, which is expressible in SO-HORN. 0 
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